Abstract. The space of bi-invariant affine connections is determined for arbitrary compact Lie groups. In particular, there is a surprising new family of such connections on SU(n).
Introduction
Invariant connections on homogeneous spaces have been well understood for years but much of the interest ceased after consideration of the canonical connection in general and the Levi-Civita connection in the case of the frame bundle [5] . The main objective of this paper is to give a complete description of the bi-invariant affine connections on compact Lie groups, i.e., those connections in the frame bundle which are invariant under both left and right translations. A sequel to this paper will extend these results to arbitrary compact irreducible Riemannian symmetric spaces [8] .
The first five sections of this paper describe invariant connections in general and affine connections in particular from the point of view of homogeneous principal bundles. These are essentially those principal bundles over homogeneous spaces which admit a lifting of the group action on the base manifold to give a fiber transitive action on the total space. This categorical viewpoint is quite useful for dealing with different descriptions of isomorphic objects. It helps separate the ideas of homogeneity from actual constructions involving Lie groups. The main result in these sections is Theorem 5.1 which gives several equivalent descriptions of the set of invariant affine connections on a homogeneous space.
Sections 6 through 10 deal with the determination of all bi-invariant affine connections on compact Lie groups. Theorem 8.1 gives a complete classification of such connections in the compact simple case. This theorem was essentially the result of a case by case computation using representation theory. The surprising result is that while in most cases the only such connections are from a well-known one-dimensional family (containing the canonical, (+)-, and (-)-connections), in the case of SU(n) there is a second family of such connections. These results are then extended in Theorem 9.1, where the dimension of the space of bi-invariant affine connections is determined for arbitrary compact Lie groups. Finally, §10 includes a more detailed description of these connections in the cases of SU(n) and U(n). The six-dimensional space of such connections on U(n) is also quite interesting. In both cases, the extra connections are related to the bilinear operation 9(x, y) = i • (x • y + y • x) on the Lie algebra u(n).
Homogeneous principal bundles
A homogeneous principal bundle is a triple (G, P(M, U, n), a), where G is a Lie group, n : P -► M is a principal [/-bundle over a homogeneous space M, and a is a homogeneous G-action on P, i.e., there must be smooth group actions ap: G x P -> P and a\f '■ G x M -> M, written multiplicatively, with a m transitive and such that the compatibility condition n(g-p) = g-n(p) holds. In addition, the left G-action and the right C-action on P must commute, i.e., (g-p)-u = g-(p-u).
The homogeneous principal bundles form a category, denoted HPB, by letting a morphism </>: (Gx, PX(MX, Ux, nx), ax) -> (G2, P2(M2, U2, n2), a2) consist of differentiable maps 4>p: Px -► P2 and (pM'■ Mx -> M2 and Lie group homomorphisms <j>g'-Gx -> G2 and (pu'-Ux -» U2 satisfying the following conditions:
Let HPBo denote the category whose objects are homogeneous principal bundles with base points -(G, P(M, U, n), a, p0), where po is some point in the total space P -and in which morphisms must preserve base points. Let HS and HSo be the related categories of homogeneous spaces -with objects (G, M, a) and (G, M, a, mo) and in which morphisms <j> = (</>c , <Pm) must satisfy condition (iv).
As with homogeneous spaces where the choice of base point gives a correspondence to quotient manifolds, it is the category HPBo which is more closely related to standard constructions involving Lie groups. Given (G, P(M, U, n), a, po) £ HPBo, let H be the isotropy subgroup at Wo = n(po). Define a homomorphism k: H -> U by letting h-po= Po-k(h) and let Px be the principal bundle (cf. [5, 6, 7] )
This principal C-bundle over G/H has a standard homogeneous C-action defined by g\ • [g, u] = [gx • g, u] and the original bundle is isomorphic in HPBo to the bundle (G, PÁ(G/H, U, n), a, [e, e]). So up to isomorphism in HPB0, it is the "structure homomorphism" k which really determines the homogeneous principal bundle.
The frame bundle as a homogeneous principal bundle
The frame bundle of a homogeneous space (G, M, a, mo) can be viewed as a homogeneous principal bundle in a variety of ways. Clearly, it is the differential of left translation (TLg) which provides the left C-action on the total space. However, the structure group can change, depending on what is meant by a "frame", and in addition, different base points give different structure homomorphisms.
A frame p at a point m £ M can be viewed as a real linear isomorphism p : V -» TmM, where V is some "model" vector space. The set of such frames becomes a homogeneous principal Aut( There are three models which arise naturally in this context. The model V = R" (where n is the dimension of M) corresponds to the ordered basis viewpoint of frames (by looking at the image under p of the standard basis of R" ). In this case, a base point is the choice of a distinguished basis (Ex, ... , E") for TmoM. The resulting structure homomorphism k: H -» GL(n, R) is the isotropy representation
A second model is given by V = Tm M. In this case the natural base point is the identity isomorphism V -> 7mo M. The resulting structure homomorphism is the differential of left translation TL: H -> Aut(rmoM). Finally, if the homogeneous space is reductive, i.e., if the Lie algebra 9 can be expressed as a direct sum \) © m with Ad(//)m ç m, then the subspace m can serve as the model. In this case the differential at the identity of the mapping g i-> g • mo restricts to give an isomorphism m ç g = TeG -► TmoM. This is the natural choice of base point for this version of the frame bundle. The corresponding structure homomorphism is then given by Ad : H -> Aut(m).
Invariant connections and Wang's theorem
By definition, a connection A in a principal bundle P(M, U, n) is a smoothly varying choice of horizontal subspaces 7?ifpA ç TPP. These subspaces must be complementary to the vertical subspaces 2^ = kernel(Tn) and they must be invariant under the right action of 1/ on P, i.e. 7%?p^u = TRu7%?pA. Homogeneous principal bundles can have homogeneous or G-invariant connections in which the horizontal subspaces are also left G-invariant, i.e. ßf*p = TLgß?pA . The set of such G-invariant connections will be denoted s/G(P).
Wang's theorem [11] describes the set of G-invariant connections in the bundle Px. Let 9, h, and u be the Lie algebras of G, H, and U respectively and let Tk : fj -► u be the differential of k. Then the invariant connections in Px are in one-to-one correspondence with linear mappings £ : g -> u satisfying the following two conditions: is an HPB-morphism with (pu an isomorphism then Px and 4>*(P2) are isomorphic in HPB. In addition, the following proposition shows that invariant connections can be pulled back under such mappings. is an HPB-morphism with 4>u an isomorphism then there is an induced mapping <j>* : stG2(P2) -* s/Gl (Pi ) defined bŷ "(A) = {x £TpPx\TMx) £^AP(P)}.
The mapping 4>* is injective if the tangent mapping T<pG: qx -► g2 of Lie algebras is surjective. If the morphism (p is HPBo then </>* is also given by 4>*(£.) = T(j)Dx o^o T(f>G: qx -> ui .
Proof. The fact that this gives a well-defined connection in Px follows from Proposition II.6.2 in [5] . What needs to be proven is that the induced connection is G,-invariant and for that it suffices to show TLgS?f{A) ç ^'p(A). 
p).u -^G{g).Mp).u ■ Since the (pG in an HS-isomorphism (<pG, <pm) must be a Lie group isomorphism, it follows that the connection <p*(A) £ srfGl(P2). If T<pu is injective then TRU o T(f>p: TPPX -» 3r0/;(p).
HP2 is injective for all p £ Px and u £ U2 and thus 0* is injective. This uses the assumption that (<f>G, <$>m) is an HS-isomorphism so that tangent vectors corresponding to the action of Gi are not annihilated by Tepp . As for the description of 0* in terms of the linear maps Ç : g -> u, let px and p2 be as in the proof of Proposition 4.1. Then f*(i) = T^>pTpx{x © -Z(x)} = Tp2{T<j>G(x) © -T</>u(Z{x))}.
Since T(pG is an isomorphism, this implies </>"(£) = Tcf)¡j oÇ o T(pgX . D
Invariant affine connections
An invariant affine connection on a homogeneous space (G, M, a) is a connection in the frame bundle which is also G-invariant. By applying the results in §3 to the different models of the frame bundle in §2, several descriptions of the space of invariant affine connections can be obtained. Specifically, there is the following (cf. [10] ). m) is faithful. In the reductive case, as is being assumed here, this will be true if the action of G on M is almost effective.
Invariant affine connections on Lie groups
The group action of a Lie group G allows the group to be viewed as a homogeneous space in several ways. If the action under consideration is left translation, then the isotropy subgroup is trivial and the corresponding "left invariant" affine connections are given by arbitrary bilinear maps n: g x g -> gTheorem 5.1 gives no restriction in this case. A more interesting action is given by a combination of left and right translation. This amounts to viewing G as a homogeneous space for the group G x G, the precise action being <*M((gi > gi) > g) = g\ ' g ' g2X ■ The resulting invariant affine connections will then be "bi-invariant," i.e., invariant under both the left and right actions of the Lie group G. In §8 it will be proven that these are the only invariant affine connections in all cases except for SU(n) for n > 3.
Casimir operators and a computational lemma
Given a representation p : G -* Aut(F), the Casimir operator of V is defined by F(V) = J2(Tp(e¡))2, where {e¡} is an orthonormal basis for the Lie algebra g . This depends on the choice of an inner product on g but not on the choice of basis. If G is compact and simple, then a natural inner product on g is provided by the negative of the Killing form Bg(x, y) = trace(adx ady), but in general, any ad-invariant inner product (([x, y], z) = (x, [y, z])) can be used. If V is irreducible then T(V) will be a negative or zero scalar. The following lemma will be needed for the computations in §8. The stage is now set for the main result of this paper.
Theorem 8.1. If G is a compact simple Lie group then the space of bi-invariant affine connections on G is one-dimensional in all cases except for SU(n) when n > 3. In the case of SU(n) there is a two-dimensional family of bi-invariant affine connections. Note that SO(6) behaves the same way as SU (4). Proof. By Theorem 6.1, the space of bi-invariant affine connections consists of all intertwining maps g®g -► g. Since g is irreducible and of real type, Schur's lemma shows that the dimension of the space of such maps is equal to the multiplicity of g in g®g (see [2] ). This multiplicity can also be computed after complexifying all the representations -a step which makes the representation theory more convenient. A case by case computation was used to determine the actual multiplicities. The space g ® g splits into a direct sum S2q © A2 9 °f symmetric and skewsymmetric parts. Table I gives the decomposition of these spaces into irreducible parts. In the table, representations are specified by maximal weights. These weights depend on an ordering of simple roots and the ordering which is used is that which appears in [4] . The results in the table were computed primarily by means of Young-tableaux [3] and dimension counting [1, 9] . Even in the case of the orthogonal groups, the tableau approach was reasonably simple because the adjoint representation is not spinor. The fact that the trivial representation occurs exactly once (and in S2$ ) was needed in the exceptional cases where dimension counting was used. Finally, Lemma 7.1 was particularly useful for determining the decomposition of A2 g. The space A2 g had to include one copy of g (because the natural map A2 g -> g is surjective) and the remaining part, although possibly reducible, had to have a specific Casimir operator. These operators could be computed from the techniques in [6] and the tables in [9] . The copy of g in A2 g corresponds to the affine connections described after Theorem 6. 0,0,...,g,,. ..,g7,...,0).
The first line of this expression results in p3 independent intertwining maps fl ® 0 -» 9. The second line gives 2 • p • q more. The third line gives p • q maps to the center part of g and, by Theorem 8.1, q + r more maps to the simple parts of g. Finally, there are no such maps between the representations in the fourth line and g. D 10 . Affine connections on SU(n) and U(n) Theorem 9.1 shows that the Lie group U(n) has a six-dimensional family of bi-invariant affine connections. These connections are described more precisely in the following theorem. Here, I is the n x n identity matrix. Proof. First, it is straightforward to verify that the r\¡ are all bilinear and that they preserve u(n). In addition, they all satisfy the condition n(Adgx, Ad^y) = Adg n(x, y). Since Theorem 9.1 shows that the space of bi-invariant affine connections is six-dimensional (p = q = r = 1 ), all that needs to be proven is that the r\¡ are linearly independent. Suppose Y,ajt]j(x, y) = 0 Vx, y e g. Let Ejk be the matrix with a 1 in the (j, /exposition and 0's elsewhere. 
